
THRIENDS NFT
Thriends' NFT collection was carefully crafted 
between mid-April and November 2023. The entire 
collection showcases custom-designed artwork that 
took over 1,500 hours to complete.
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Storyline:

I have had a passion for web designing since my childhood and have been building 
websites since the age of 14. Despite growing up in a tough neighborhood, I never 
let go of my passion. Life in my neighborhood was far from easy and was plagued 
by the realities of street life. I have moved on from that life, but I always remember 
the friends who didn't make it. May they rest in peace, and for those still on the 
streets, I hope they find their way.

Thriends was originally created as Street kids in honor of fallen friends. At first, the 
project was kept private and not shared on social media. However, when Threads 
was launched, I decided to give it a try. It was on Threads where I met some 
amazing people and made lasting connections. As a result, I chose to re-brand the 
project from StreetKids to Thriends. Today, Thriends has a large follow count and 
continues to grow.

How It Works:

Thriends are stored on the Ethereum blockchain.

Contract ERC721: 0x324706Edc0490eCBcD0db41D4e779913cC7f4cf1. 

To purchase a Thriends NFT, you need an active ETH wallet, like Metamask, and 
available funds to process the purchase. The fixed mint price for a Thriends NFT is 
0.02 ETH. The smart wallet has been set up to reduce gas fees, so whether you 
purchase one or five NFTs, your gas fee will remain the same. 

Thriends does not control the gas fees and takes no responsibility for them. The gas 
fee is set by the ETH Blockchain and paid by the investor. 

Follow the steps below to get yourself a Thriend.

Step 1: mint.thriends.io
Step 2: Install Metamask
Step 3: Purchase ETH (You can top up your wallet with ETH directly through 
METAMASK) Step 4: Purchase SKT NFT (Your minted thriends will be available in 
your MM.Wallet instantly and ready for trading on our official Opensea and 
Magiceden MP.
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Team

NAME: Alex Milo 
TITLE: Designer

Properties

Thriends NFT Traits

1. ACCESSORIES

2. BACKGROUND

3. BODY

4. CLOTHING

5. EARRING

6. EYES

7. FULL FACE MASK

8. HEAD

9. MOUTH

10. PANTS

11. SHOES

Social Media:

Thriends engages with the community on other platforms, but we suggest 
following our Threads account to stay up-to-date on our upcoming events.

THREADS: NFTSTREETKID
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Ecosystem:

Thriends is an exciting new project that is just starting out. It offers 
Thriends Token (TT) to those who hold SKT, and you can earn Thriends meme 
tokens as a reward by staking your Thriends NFT. The launch of Thriends 
meme token is expected to take place next year (2024), so keep an eye out for 
it! Currently, the staking rate is set at a high rate of 0.3 TT per second, 
which means that you can earn a lot of tokens quickly. However, as more 
people start holding NFTs, the staking rate will gradually decrease. The 
current supply of TT Meme tokens is 1.45 billion, with 300 million locked in 
for SKT Holders. So, if you're interested in earning some Thriends 
meme tokens, make sure to stake your Thriends NFT soon!

Thriends Whitepaper may be updated without consent. All updates will be announced on our thread page.
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THRIENDS TOKEN
Thriends token was created to award Thriends NFT 
Holders. Thriends is a community-driven project 
owned and operated by Threads influencer 
NFTStreetKid. 

NFT STREET KID
www.thriends.io | Thriends

Whitepaper
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MISSION:

We are excited to announce that the Thriends project is in its initial stages and we 
are confident that it will be a great success. Since the Thriends token is a 
community-driven project, we are exploring ways to enhance its utility as we 
progress. We are determined to add remarkable features to provide a meaningful 
purpose for our token holders to hold and trade Thriends tokens.

Some of the features we are currently looking at:

M1: Launch token on a trading platform.

M2: Thriends Toys

M2: Thriends online shop (Purchase available with T.Token)

M3: Web 3 gaming app (Earn and trade items with T.Token)
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TOKENOMICS:

$TT Token Will drive Thriends movement towards domination. Join the Threaded 
community and seize victory with us if you want to be Thriends.

Fair Launch Contract Locked In 

Staking Contract Locked In

Liquidity

Team

30%

30%

30%

10%

Token: Thriends Token

Token Ticker: $TT

Supply: 1,400,000,000

Contract: 0x933EF1F0010d06adc5E421355ad9194686921756

TAX: 0%
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COMMUNITY:

THREADS: https://www.threads.net/@nftstreetkid

TELEGRAM: https://t.me/thriends
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